The Missing Service

The Inter-Fraternity Conference can be most accurately classified as a service organization for the fraternity men at MIT. Evident of their proficiency in this capacity is shown by such actions as the installation of a cooperative buying system, which is supplying them with student secretaries around the Institute these days. Many students have been dating Garland this year because of the Friday evening from eight until midnight. Garland's last line Avenue on the Simmons campus. By all means arrive early for many girls will have yourself put on their mailing list.

cherchez la femme

Well, finally the miners are dying their own slow, natural death. If you haven’t made any contacts yet, then prepare to give up, for after the first weekend in November there will be noGaruic, and they will be willing to entertain a selection of programs. The standards of movie-making quality is limited and the formula is widespread. I believe the problem lies in the Boston distributors’ selection of programs. The standards of movie-making quality are very low, and it is but always chosen because of a certain degree of quality lacking elsewhere so far in this year’s program.

letters

Dear Sir,

In response to your recent statement in The Tech that on the night of October 17th, at 1 A.M., I called the police. I wish to state that at that hour I was sound asleep. If I have often over I would have owed the party not called the cops.

Sincerely yours,
Laura Stratton

We're sorry, Laura; we should have known better. Ed.

UNLIKE A WOMAN

there’s no “maintenance cost” with a Merchant’s THRIFTICHECK account

You know what they say about the法人 sex... “It’s not the initial cost—it’s the upkeep.”

Here’s the only Thrifticheck Service with no monthly maintenance charge $3.00 for 24 checks (get a math major to figure out unit cost for you). So unlike a woman—but so practical for today’s student. That’s $3.00 as in maintain, and $3.00 as in expense. (Your name is imprinted on unit check. But that’s not all.

1. You get fast, 24 hour resolver service if you start writing checks like they’re going out of style.

2. You receive a complete statement, showing all entries, each month. This is a very useful record of your transactions...controlling your astray impulses.

3. You may deposit at any Merchants Office. Our Keenmore Square office is only 15 minutes from the Harvard square!

So, drop everything—and live. Open a Merchants National Thrifticheck Account today. Keep yourself in check—as well as to monthly maintenance charge.

THE MERCHANT’S NATIONAL BANK

13 Market St., Cambridge 

THE MERCHANT’S NATIONAL BANK

13 Market St., Cambridge

WHERE THE MAN YOU TALK TO IS THE BANK

The Tech

Judgcomm on JP

The Judicial Committee decision on the Junior Prom Committee is straightforward, considered, and forthright. This branch of student government must be constituted for its actions in this case, and in imposing suitable penalties on the members of the committee who violated the responsibility of their office.

At the open hearing Monday afternoon, all violating members were present. Under the guise of the usual investigation, some facts reduce the final outcome to insignificance. We hope the attitude implied in the emphasis on evidence and witnesses is not repressive of the student body. If so, MIT has certainly failed in instilling any feeling for ethics in its undergraduates.

We also commend the Junior Prom Committee members for their statements published in this issue of the newspaper; a great deal of personal courage is required for such action.
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